ASSOCIATION OF TROJAN LEAGUES
OUTSTANDING SERVICE AWARD (ATLOSA)

MISSION STATEMENT

The Association Of Trojan Leagues Outstanding Service Award will be given annually to a University of Southern California faculty member in recognition of outstanding service. The award will be based on his/her record of excellence in the fields of teaching and research and his/her continued contribution and service to the alumni and student communities.

HISTORY

Name: Association of Trojan Leagues Outstanding Service Award (ATLOSA)


Awarded to: Current outstanding Professor, Faculty member, or Dean who best meets the conditions set forth in the criteria

Previous Awardees:

Dr. Robert P. Biller, Public Administration, 1997
Dr. Steven L. Lamy, International Relations, 1998
Dr. William O. McClure, Neurosciences, 1999
Dr. Morton O. Scharpio, Letter, Arts, and Sciences, 2000
Dr. Alexandra M. Levine, Medicine, 2001
Dr. Robert Scales, Theatre, 2002
Dr. Bruce Zuckerman, Religion, 2003
Dr. Anthony Michaels, Environmental Sciences, 2004
Dr. Selma Holo, Art History/Fisher Gallery, 2005
Dean James Ellis, Business, 2006
Dr. Arthur C. Bartner, Music/Spirit of Troy, 2007
Professor Elizabeth Garrett, Law, 2008
Dr. Steven B. Sample, Business and Engineering, 2009
Dr. Roberta Diaz Brinton, Pharmacology and Pharmaceutical Sciences, 2010
Dr. Donal Manahan, Biological Sciences, USC Dornsife College, 2011
Dr. Stacy Smith, Annenberg School of Communication, 2012
Dr. David B. Agus, Keck School of Medicine, Viterbi School of Engineering, 2013
Dr. Morten J. Lauridsen, Thornton School of Music, 2014

Award: Red crystal apple with gold leaf, mounted on a black pedestal. Perpetual wooden plaque with cardinal and gold nameplates; displayed on the wall in the Faculty's University Club
THE SELECTION PROCESS

Nominations

• Come from all Trojan Leagues and from Deans and Department Heads of the various USC Schools
• Each nomination must be accompanied by two separate letters of recommendation
• Nominees remain in consideration for a period of three years
• Nominees may be re-nominated for an additional three years, with a new set of letters
• The Selection Committee consists of the ATL President, the Chairman of ATLOSA, the seven sitting Trojan League Presidents, and Faculty Advisers (previous years’ recipients), and the ATL Secretary (for minutes)

Criteria

• Must be a current full-time faculty member at USC teaching graduate or undergraduate courses
• Professor who actively contributes to and interacts with Alumni, Alumnae, GAA Student Group activities, and the greater University Community
• Professor who demonstrates a personal commitment to fostering communication and relationships with students and Alumni
• Professor who possesses extensive research experience and utilizes it to compliment his/her teaching skills and enhance the classroom environment
• Professor who helps to foster the ideals of the University of Southern California and the Trojan Family

Additional Information

• All nominees will be notified in writing of their nomination
• The nomination will be kept on file for consideration for three years
• A recipient may not receive this award more than once in a ten-year period
• The award recipient will be asked to serve as faculty adviser to the selection committee for the award the following year